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ABSTRACT 
 
Big data analytics (BDA) represents a new technological 
paradigm with its ability to extract valuable knowledge from 
high amounts of data. Exploring the effect of data quality 
dimensions (DQD) and big data traits (BDT) on BDA 
application is a relatively new research trend that has not been 
featured in the existing literature. Thus, this study was 
conducted to build a new model by integrating the DQD and 
BDT to examine the BDA application in the context of the 
Malaysian public sector. This study proposes that the DQD 
should include intrinsic, contextual, representational, and 
accessibility dimensions, while variety, validity, and veracity 
should be considered as the main characteristics of BDT. For 
this purpose, this study employed theory analysis on on-going 
research related to DQD and BDT, along with the 
development of the BDA application model. The proposed 
model would create new research fields related to DQD and 
BDT in the BDA domain. Finally, in line with the Public 
Sector Big Data (DRSA) platform initiated by the Malaysian 
Administrative Modernisation and Management Planning 
Unit (MAMPU), the new model is expected to provide a 
benchmark for the development and application of BDA for 
the Malaysian public sector.  
 
Key words: Big data, Big data analytics, Big data traits, Data 
quality dimensions, Public sector.    
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In recent years, many academic researchers, industry 
practitioners, and government organisations have attempted 
to effectively utilise big data analytics (BDA) [1]. BDA can be 
conceptualised as a suite of data management and analytical 
techniques for handling large and complex data sets [2]. The 

 
 

volume of data related to the public sector has grown 
dramatically in the past years and it is expected to increase in 
the coming years due to the increased use of innovative 
technologies [3]. Several scholars opined that the application 
of BDA in the public sector could promote government 
transparency, accountability, and responsiveness to citizens’ 
demands [4], [5]. The number of studies related to the 
application of BDA in public sector is growing (e.g., 
[4]–[10]). However, a more in-depth view of such application 
in the public sector is still required [11].  
 
Previous studies have reported the quality of data derived 
from BDA as being unsatisfactory, as most people would 
argue about the accuracy, completeness, and consistency (to 
name a few) of the data [12]–[15]. Inaccurate, incomplete, 
and inconsistent data can create serious problems, which 
could lead to incorrect decisions made by organisations, thus 
causing them to lose money [14]. Reference [16] pointed out 
that there is an urgent need to conduct in-depth research into 
data quality to determine which elements are more important 
in the context of BDA application. Although several theories 
or models have been proposed for understanding the problem 
of data quality, such as the resource based theory (RBT), the 
organisational learning theory (OLT), the firm performance 
(FPER), and the data quality framework (DQF), these 
theories or models were not addressed in previous research 
studies for BDA application, particularly in the context of the 
Malaysian public sector. Furthermore, most of these theories 
and models do not fit into the application of information 
system, such as BDA, since they are focusing more on service 
quality compared to data quality [17]. 
 
Meanwhile, numerous characteristics or traits have been 
proposed for big data, such as 3Vs [18], 4Vs [19], 5Vs [20], 
[21], 6Vs [22], 7Vs [23], 9Vs [24], 10Vs [25], 11Vs [26], and 
17Vs [27]. However, there is a lack of uniform consensus 
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regarding the core of big data traits (BDT). This is because 
comprehensive analysis and research of the integration of 
quality and BDT in BDA application are still lacking [28], 
[29]. Although the dimensions of data quality and BDT have 
been viewed as separated domains, the authors in [26] found 
that these two domains are intertwined and closely related. To 
address the problems with BDA application in the public 
sector and to address the knowledge gaps in the existing 
literature, this study examined the determinants that could 
influence this technology. To achieve this objective, two main 
research questions were asked: (1) What are the determinants 
of data quality that could potentially influence BDA 
application by the public sector?; and (2) Which of the BDT 
could potentially influence the quality of data in the public 
sector? The conceptual model was based on the data quality 
dimensions (DQD) framework by [26] and [30]. This 
framework is a good starting point for exploring determinants 
that could influence BDA application in the public sector. The 
DQD framework suggests four main dimensions of IT 
application, namely, intrinsic, contextual, representational, 
and accessibility. This study then extended the model by 
examining critical BDT that could influence the DQD. 
Although there are diverse Vs of BDT, this study had only 
focused on the most significant ones. 
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Big Data Analytics 
 
There is no global consensus on the definition of big data. 
Various stakeholders (e.g., academia, industry, media, and 
public interest) provide diverse and contradictory definitions 
[31]. According to [32], the term ‘big data’, minus the term 
‘analytics’, represents an enormous amount of data, whilst the 
term ‘analytics’, minus the term ‘big data’, indicates simple 
applications of mathematical and statistical analysis tools. 
Nowadays, ‘big data’ and ‘analytics’ are merged together to 
represent the advanced analytical techniques used to make 
better decisions to benefit organisations. According to [33], 
‘big data’ is often associated with the term ‘analytics’ and 
commonly known as ‘big data analytics’, which refers to the 
ability to extract information from data using various 
techniques, such as artificial intelligence, mathematics, 
statistics, and other techniques to support the decision making 
process. Although most studies use ‘big data’ and ‘big data 
analytics’ (BDA) interchangeably, this paper will use BDA as 
this term clearly reflects the specific concept of big data. 
Reference [34] defined BDA as the plethora of advanced 
digital techniques designed to identify trends, detect patterns, 
and unveil unforeseen knowledge related to human behaviour 
from high amount of data. 
 
Recognizing BDA’s ability for analysing high amount of 
data, actionable ideas can be delivered for measuring 

performance, thus leading to competitive advantages in any 
organisations [35], [36]. However, a recent report showed that 
only 25% of organisations that use BDA had significantly 
improve their performance [37]. This phenomenon is mainly 
caused by the growth of unstructured data in the digital world, 
which constitute 90% of big data [38]. Similarly, authors in 
[34] argued that there is an increasing amount of various data, 
ranging from structured (numeric) to unstructured data 
(numbers, text, audio, images, video, etc.) that are collected 
from a multiplicity of platforms (e.g., social media, network 
sensors, and Internet of Things [IoT]).   
 
Unlike traditional data analysis in which data types are 
typically structured, BDA is complex since it has to deal with 
various types of unstructured data [39]. However, BDA is 
expected to execute on the combination of both unstructured 
and structured data. Nowadays, various analytical techniques 
are available, including data mining, visualization, statistical 
analysis, and machine learning algorithms to reveal solutions 
for both structured and unstructured data. Numerous studies 
have tackled this area by enhancing pre-existing techniques, 
proposing new ones, and testing different combinations of 
various algorithms and technologies [40]–[42].   
 
2.2 Application of Big Data Analytics in Public Sector 
 
The public sector collects and generates massive amounts of 
data through their daily activities. These data sets cover a 
range of agencies including education, health, transportation, 
environment, and agriculture. The effectiveness of the 
services offered by the public sector can be seen through 
improved services to the citizens, which would require less 
resources to provide quality services [8]. According to [43], 
these improvements can be achieved by applying BDA, as it 
enables the public sector to make information-based or 
fact-based decisions, create new solutions, reduce waste, and 
plan intelligently for the future [5]. The application of BDA in 
the public sector could even enhance their ability to serve 
their citizens in addressing national issues related to basic 
needs (food, clothing, and shelter), quality education, and 
increased employment rate [44]. 
 
Despite the potential value of BDA, the public sector seems to 
be falling behind the private sector [7]. This is due to the 
challenges between the promise of BDA and the real-world 
BDA practice in the public sector [6]. Additionally, the public 
sector uses BDA to promote public good, whereas the private 
sector uses BDA to gain profits [44]. The private sector has 
been using BDA in their daily activities. For example, 
Walmart, Sears, and Amazon use BDA to better understand 
customers’ behaviour through their buying decisions. 
Another example can be seen among prominent social media 
companies, such as Google, Twitter, Facebook, and eBay that 
have created intelligent business models by assessing users’ 
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behaviour, preferences, and information or product request. 
Following the private sector’s move to embrace BDA, the 
application of this technology in the public sector is mainly to 
increase their efficiency, effectiveness, transparency, and 
accountability. Although several scholars have discussed the 
obstacles and threats of using BDA in public sectors, some 
applications have been successfully implemented, such as 
smart governance [10], smart cities [45], public 
transportation [46], and open data [47].   
 
The promise of BDA application has led the Malaysian 
government to acknowledge the potential use of this 
technology as one of the national agenda [48]. The 
government has appointed the Malaysia Administrative 
Modernization and Management Planning Unit (MAMPU) to 
implement the BDA project for the public sector in 2015 [49]. 
In 2013, Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC) Malaysia has 
approved RM24 million as allocation for BDA pilot projects 
involving four public sector agencies [48]. Nowadays, the 
application of BDA in the Malaysian public sector is still not 
fully established and many challenges still need to be 
overcome [50]. Various BDA challenges have been 
highlighted, such as data acquisition and metadata, data 
quality, data storage, data sharing and transfer, scalability, 
data analysis, data querying and indexing, data uncertainty, 
data privacy, security and ethics, and data visualisation [51]. 
However, this study has only focused on data quality because 
before embarking on BDA application, it is necessary to 
obtain sufficient assurance about the quality of the large data 
that will be used [16], particularly in the Malaysian public 
sector. 
 
2.3 Data Quality Dimensions 
 
Data are critical resources in major applications within 
organisations, thus the quality of data is essential for 
managers or practitioners to solve related problems. Data 
quality is defined as the wellness and appropriateness of data 
to meet the requirements of organisations [16]. It is also 
defined as the degree to which the data fits its use [14], [30]. 
These definitions underline the view that data quality is not 
only related to the data collection itself, but also to the use of 
data [52]. Reference [30] divided data quality into four 
dimensions to better comprehend the perspective of a data 
user. These dimensions are intrinsic (i.e., the correctness of 
data), accessibility (i.e., the ease of obtaining the data), 
contextual (i.e., the quality context of the data), and 
representational (i.e., the showing of data in a clear manner). 
Each dimension has several elements used as unique 
measurements of data quality. For example, accuracy and 
believability are considered as elements of the intrinsic 
dimension, relevance and completeness are considered as 
elements of the contextual dimension, understandability and 
interpretability are considered as elements of the 

representational dimension, and accessibility, access security, 
and ease of operations are considered as elements of the 
accessibility dimension. Table 1 provides the data quality 
elements according to their dimensions. 
 

Table 1: Data Quality Elements and Dimensions [52] 
Data Quality Dimensions Data Quality Elements 

Intrinsic 

Accuracy 
Objectivity 
Believability 
Reputation 

Contextual 
Value-added 
Relevancy 
Timeliness 

 Completeness 
Appropriate amount of data 

Representational 

Interpretability 
Understandability  
Concise representation 
Consistent representation 

Accessibility 
Accessibility 
Access security 
Ease of operations 

 
Research on data quality for BDA application in fields related 
to the public sector are limited. Therefore, this study has 
reviewed available literature on data quality for BDA 
application in other fields as well. As shown in Table 2, 22 
studies had focused on data quality elements for BDA 
application from 2013 to 2019. These studies were in various 
fields, namely, industrial firms [13], [14], [53], market 
research [12], [15], [54], transportations [55]–[57], business 
[58], [59], supply chain [60], health [61], [62], and public 
sector [63]. Table 2 also lists 12 data quality elements that 
have been extracted from the available literature, namely, 
completeness, accuracy, consistency, timeliness, accessibility, 
understandability, believability, format, relevancy, quantity, 
correctness and security which reveal high frequencies of 
reference at 21, 19, 16, 14, 8, 8, 6, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 3 respectively. 
 

Table 2: Data Quality Elements for BDA Application Extracted 
through Literature Analysis 

No. Data Quality 
Elements 

Reference 

1. Completeness [12]–[15], [53]–[70] 
2. Accuracy [12]–[15], [54]–[56], 

[58]–[63], [65]–[70] 
3. Consistency [14], [15], 
4. Timeliness [12], [13], [15], [54]–[56], 

[58]–[61],[63], [67]–[69] 
5. Accessibility  [14], [61], [63], [65], [67]–[70] 
6. Understandabilit

y  
[14], [59], [63], [65], [67]–[70] 

7. Believability [14], [58], [59], [61], [63], [68] 
8. Format [12], [13], [54], [57], [63], [68] 
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9. Relevancy  [58], [61], [63], [66], [68] 
10. Quantity [55], [56], [58], [61] 
11. Correctness [58], [64], [67] 
12. Security [14], [59], [67] 

 
2.4 Big Data Traits 
 
Big data has many characteristics or traits that were 
introduced by various scholars. Initially, author in [18] 
introduced three main traits or 3Vs, known as ‘volume, 
velocity, and variety’ of big data. Over the years, more Vs 
were added to big data, such as 4Vs [19], [71], 5Vs [20], [21], 
6Vs [22], 7Vs [23], 9Vs [24], 10Vs [25], 11Vs [26], and 17 
Vs [27]. Table 3 lists several studies on big data traits (BDT). 
Some of them attempted to provide the maximum number of 
traits for big data, such as in [27], while others classified the 
traits in different categories. For instance, the work of [24] 
grouped 9Vs into five categories, namely, collecting data 
(veracity, variety), processing data (velocity, volume), 
integrity of data (validity, variability, volatility), visualisation 
of data (visualisation), and worth of data (value). Meanwhile, 
[26] classified 11Vs into the aforementioned data quality 
categories (intrinsic, accessibility, representational, and 
contextual). 
 
Table 3 also shows that most of these studies agree that 
volume, velocity, and variety are the main traits of big data. 
Volume refers to the size of the data set that organisations are 
trying to harness to improve decision making. Velocity is 
defined as the rate at which data are generated, processed, 
analysed, and visualised, while variety refers to the diversity 
of data types [51]. Apart from these 3Vs, several scholars 
proposed veracity, value, validity, variability, volatility, and 
visualisation as the new traits of big data [22]–[27]. Veracity 
means the accuracy, completeness, and quality of data, which 
relates to the reliability and consistency of data types. Value 
describes the potential benefits that organisations would 
receive, while validity is defined as the correctness of data for 
its intended use and variability means the change of data flow 
or format in some duration of time [51]. Volatility refers to the 
life duration of a data set that is valid to be used and stored 
[25], and visualisation is a way to make all the data 
comprehensible in a manner that is easy to understand and 
read [24]. Meanwhile, the other Vs, namely, viscosity, venue, 
vocabulary, vagueness, verbosity, voluntariness, versatility, 
viability, visibility, vast resources, and virality showed 
considerably lesser meaning to what BDT is essentially about. 
 
3. METHODOLOGY 
 
The methodology of this study consisted of two phases. The 
first phase was focused on identifying related determinants in 
data quality from theory analysis. The second phase involved 
the development of the proposed BDA application model. 

Figure 1 illustrates a summary of the research activities 
involved in this study. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Research Activities 
The following subsections discuss the details of the two 
phases of the research methodology: 
 
3.1 Theory Analysis 
 
This study has initially selected theories or models based on 
their implementation in the context of data quality assessment 
for BDA application. In this phase, four well-known theories 
were identified and analysed, namely, the resource-based 
theory (RBT), organisational learning theory (OLT), firm 
performance (FPER), and data quality framework (DQF). 
Theories that have similar names were refined, namely, 
resource-based view and knowledge-based view were refined 
to RBT. Table 4 lists the elements that have been extracted 
from these theories, with their respective references. 
 
The table shows that a total of 22 elements have been 
extracted from these theories. However, the names of some 
elements have been refined due to the redundancy of their 
meaning and description. These elements are format and 
presentation, currentness and timeliness, relevancy and 
fitness, quantity and volume, believability and credibility, and 
understandability and readability. Subsequently, 18 distinct 
elements were identified from these theories, namely, 
accuracy, completeness, consistency, currentness, 
compliance, format, security, privacy, use behaviour, 
believability, accessibility, relevancy, quantity, value-added, 
reputation, trustworthiness, understandability, and 
redundancy. 
 
3.2 Model Development 
 
Based on the literature review and theory analysis in the 
previous sections, this study proposes a BDA application 
model based on the integration of DQD and BDT, as depicted 
in Figure 2. This model was developed to incorporate critical 
DQD, which have an impact on BDA application. It is worth 
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mentioning that different applications can have different 
requirements since not all DQD are always relevant [55]. 
Therefore, this study has chosen the dimensions that are 
commonly accepted and widely used in BDA application. 
Each dimension has its own corresponding quality elements. 
In this way, the intrinsic, contextual, representational, and 
accessibility dimensions can be used to evaluate BDA 
application. The intrinsic dimension is objective to the 
correctness of the data, which is composed of two elements, 
namely, accuracy and believability. Contextual dimension 
relies on the context within which the data is used and this 
study considered two elements, namely, completeness and 
timeliness. The representational dimension refers to the 
representation of data in a clear manner and this study 
considered consistency and understandability as its elements. 
Lastly, the accessibility dimension means the ease of 
obtaining data and concerns over the importance of computer 
system to facilitate accessing and storing of data. Access 
security and ease of operations are considered as the elements 
of the accessibility dimension for this study. 
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Table 3: Big Data Traits 
Big Data Traits 3Vs 

[1] 
4Vs 

1C [2] 
4Vs 
[3] 

5Vs 
[4] 

5Vs 
[5] 

6Vs 
[6] 

7Vs 
[7] 

9Vs 
[8] 

10Vs 
[9] 

11Vs 
[10] 

17Vs 
1C [11] 

Volume / / / / / / / / / / / 
Velocity / / / / / / / / / / / 
Variety / / / / / / / / / / / 
Veracity  /  / / / / / / / / 
Value   / / /  / / / / / 
Validity      / / / / / / 
Volatility      / / / / / / 
Variability        / / / / 
Visualisation        / /  / 
Complexity  /         / 
Viscosity         /  / 
Venue           / 
Vocabulary           / 
Vagueness           / 
Verbosity           / 
Voluntariness           / 
Versatility           / 
Viability          /  
Visibility          /  
Vast resources          /  
Virality           / 

 
Table 4: Theory or Model 

Elements Theory/Model References 
Accuracy 
Completeness 
Currentness 
Format 

Resource Based 
Theory (RBT) 

 
 

[12], [13], [15], 
[53], [72] 

Compliance 
Security 
Privacy 

Organisational 
Learning 

Theory (OLT) 

[14] 

Consistency 
Use behaviour 

Firm 
Performance 

(FPER) 

[72] 
 

Accuracy 
Completeness 
Consistency 
Believability 
Currentness 
Accessibility  
Relevancy 
Quantity 
Value-added 
Reputation 
Trustworthiness 
Understandability 
Redundancy 

Data Quality 
Framework 

(DQF) 
 

[14], [59], [60], 
[70] 

 

 
The developed BDA application model has also incorporated 
the critical BDT, which could impact DQD. Based on Table 3, 
there is no single universal consensus on what constitutes as 
the core BDT. Different scholars have proposed new traits, 
which may interfere with the main issues related to big data 

[73]. The lack of a consensual BDT core means that many 
scholars have challenged and ignored previous traits and 
proposed new ones [74], [75]. Although most of the previous 
studies have agreed that volume, velocity, and variety are 
related to big data, the existence of other traits has hampered 
the understanding of how big data is changing the quality of 
data. Reference [26] investigated 11 traits, namely, volume, 
velocity, variety, variability, veracity, validity, visibility, 
volatility, viability, value, and vast resources within four 
dimensions of data quality that included 16 elements. 
However, the vast amount of BDT may not be comprehensive 
enough to capture the DQD of BDA application [15]. These 
traits should be able to rigorously measure the exact 
dimensions of data quality. Therefore, this study has focused 
on variety, validity, and veracity since these traits were found 
to be more important for most DQD [26]. 
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Figure 2: Proposed Conceptual Model for BDA Application 

5. CONCLUSION 
This present study has introduced a conceptual model that 
integrates DQD and BDT for examining BDA application in 
the context of the Malaysian public sector. DQD comprises of 
intrinsic (accuracy and believability), contextual 
(completeness and timeliness), representational (consistency 
and understandability), and accessibility (access security and 
ease of operations) dimensions. Meanwhile, BDT consists of 
the most significant characteristics of big data, namely 
variety, validity, and veracity. In the near future, this study 
will conduct a data collection process from several agencies in 
the Malaysian public sector. Structural equation modelling 
will be applied to analyse the collected data in order to explore 
the significant determinants of the proposed conceptual 
model. Overall, it is hoped that this model may offer a 
comprehensive explanation of BDA application, particularly 
in the Malaysian public sector. 
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